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Meeting: Executive 

Date: 6 November 2012 

Subject: Determination of admission arrangements to Greenleas 
Lower School (Sandhills) for September 2013 
 

Report of: Cllr Mark Versallion, Executive Member for Children’s Services  

Summary: The Council’s Executive determined on the 21 August 2012, to expand 
Greenleas Lower School and to change its admission number. The 
proposed arrangements have previously been subject to statutory 
consultation. This report sets out the proposed admissions ‘over 
subscription’ criteria for Greenleas Lower School (Sandhills), as 
previously proposed within the approved statutory proposals to expand 
the school onto a second site.  
 

 

Advising Officer: Edwina Grant, Deputy Chief Executive/ Director of Children’s 
Services 
 

Contact Officer: Pete Dudley, Assistant Director for Learning, Commissioning 
and Partnerships 
 

Public/Exempt: Public 

Wards Affected: Leighton Buzzard South 

Function of: Executive 

Key Decision: No 

 

CORPORATE IMPLICATIONS 

Council Priorities: 

 
The report supports Central Bedfordshire’s Medium Term Plan: Delivering your priorities 
– Our Plan for Central Bedfordshire 2012-2016 and the specific priority of Improved 
Educational Attainment. 
  
Financial: 

1. There are no financial implications arising from this report.  
 

Legal: 
 
2. The main legislation governing school organisation is found in sections 7-32 of 

the Education and Inspections Act 2006, The School Organisation (Establishment 
and Discontinuance of Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 and the School 
Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Mainstream Schools) (England) 
Regulations 2007. 
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3. Section 14 of the Education Act 1996 places a duty on Councils to secure 
sufficient and suitable school places to provide for 5 – 16 year old statutory aged 
children in its area. The Education and Inspections Act 2006 gives Councils a 
strategic role as commissioners, but not providers, of school places to promote 
parental choice, diversity, high standards, the fulfilment of every child’s 
educational potential and fair access to educational opportunity.  
 

4. Department for Education regulations and the Admissions Code outline the 
requirements and process for proposals to expand maintained schools and to 
change admissions arrangements and these include full public consultation, the 
publication of statutory proposals and the decision making process. Decision 
makers must be satisfied that proposals have followed due process and must 
also have regard to statutory guidance. 
 

5. As decision maker for the statutory proposal published in regard to Greenleas 
Lower School, attached at Appendix A to this report, the Council determined 
arrangements on the 21 August 2012 in relation to the capacity of the school’s 
second site and its Published Admission Number.  
 

Risk Management: 

6. The need to commission the new school places and to make the related 
investment of capital reflected in the original proposal implements the identified 
need in the previously published school organisation plan and mitigates the risk 
on the Council of failing in its statutory duty to provide sufficient school places.  
Key risks include: 
 

• Failure to discharge legal and statutory duties/guidance.  

• Failure to deliver the Council's strategic priorities.  

• Reputational risks associated with the non delivery of required school places.  

• Financial risks, including non realisation of anticipated Section 106 monies 
and anticipated levels of government grant.  

 
Staffing (including Trades Unions): 

7. Staff and Trades Unions were consulted on the proposals to expand the school in 
as part of the initial consultation and statutory process required by regulations.  
 

Equalities/Human Rights: 
 
8. Public authorities have a statutory duty to promote equality of opportunity, 

eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and to foster good 
relations in respect of the following protected characteristics: age, disability, 
gender re-assignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, 
race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.  
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9. This statutory duty includes requirements to: 
 

• Remove or minimise disadvantages suffered by people due to their protected 
characteristics. 
 

• Take steps to meet the needs of people from protected groups where these 
are different from the needs of other people. 
 

• Encourage people from protected groups to participate in public life or in other 
activities where their participation is disproportionately low. 

 
10. The consultation and decision making process set out in regulation for proposals 

to expand maintained schools requires an evaluation on a project by project basis 
of any equalities and human rights issues that might arise.  
 

11. As Decision Maker for these proposals, the Council considered that there were no 
race or disability discrimination issues that arose from the changes being 
proposed.  
 

Public Health: 

12. Greenleas school currently provides a range of extended school services which 
will be further developed as a result of the growing school population and 
capital investment.  
 

13. The range of extended services that may be provided more effectively in larger 
schools includes: 
 

• Parenting and family support officers. 

• Transition support for pupils, schools and families. 

• Combined clubs and after school activities. 

• Holiday activities. 

• Support for vulnerable pupils and families i.e. siblings group and young 
carers. 

 
Community Safety: 

14. Whilst it is acknowledged that schools have an important role in working alongside 
a range of other agencies to ensure safety in their local communities, the 
expansion of the schools identified in the report does have the potential to 
increase community safety issues around the school locations.  Inconsiderate 
parking, low level anti social behaviour, noise, litter etc.  These are issues that 
can, in some instances, have a significant impact on residents living in the school 
vicinity and place additional demand upon the services responsible for dealing 
with them.  To meet its statutory duty in relation to crime and disorder the Council 
will need to work with the school to ensure that community safety issues are 
considered and appropriate measures are put in place to mitigate any risks with 
regard to community safety issues in these areas. 
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Sustainability: 

15. Whilst there may be additional costs in order to meet sustainability objectives for 
new build and/or expansion of existing schools, these will be contained within the 
costs identified in the Council’s New School Places Programme. These measures 
will contribute to reduced running costs through better energy and resource 
efficiency, and therefore limit the Carbon Reduction Commitment burden on the 
Council and the school, alongside creating a better learning environment for the 
pupils. 
 

Procurement: 

16. There are no procurement implications arising from this report. 
 

Overview and Scrutiny 

17. This report has not been considered by Overview and Scrutiny.   
 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS:  
 
The Executive is asked to: 
 
1. note that the procedures established by The Education and Inspections Act 

2006 (EIA 2006) and The School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to 
Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (as amended by The 
School Organisation and Governance (Amendment) (England) Regulations 
2007 and The School Organisation and Governance (Amendment) (England) 
Regulations 2009, have been complied with in bringing forward the 
proposals outlined in this report; 
 

2. note the statutory notice and the proposed admissions arrangements as set 
out in Appendix A, issued on 11 June 2012 under Section 19(1) of the 
Education and Inspections Act 2006 for Greenleas Lower School; and 
 

3. approve the recommended admission criteria as set out in the report, for 
September 2013.  
 

Reason for 
Recommendations: 
 

To determine the admission criteria for Greenleas Lower School 
(Sandhills), Leighton Buzzard 
 

 

Executive Summary 
 
18. The purpose of this report is to provide the Council’s Executive with sufficient 

information and guidance to enable the determination of admission arrangements  
for Greenleas Lower School (Sandhills), that have previously been subject of 
statutory consultation, with an implementation date of September 2013 
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Introduction 
 
19. The initial consultation period for the expansion of Greenleas Lower School onto a 

second site on the Sandhills housing development of Leighton Buzzard 
commenced on Monday 23 April 2012 for a four week period to Monday 21 May 
2012. The statutory proposals were published on 11 June 2012 with information 
prescribed by regulation. The information was complete, clear and complied with 
statutory requirements. The statutory notice with prescribed information for the 
proposal is attached to this report at Appendix A. 
 

20. The consultation was conducted to meet the requirements set out in the School 
Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England) 
Regulations 2007 (as amended). Admissions arrangements contained and 
approved in statutory proposals supersede arrangements previously published in 
the Council’s Admissions Booklet. 
 

21. The proposal was publicised through the production of consultation documents 
placed: 
 

• on the Council’s website;  

• at each of the schools, for circulation to parents (including early years), 
carers, staff and Governors; 

• in local libraries and Town Council offices; 

• on community notice boards; 

• by email to local MPs, to members of the Children’s Trust Board, to 
neighbouring Local Authorities and to key voluntary sector organisations; 

• in the members Bulletin; 

• in Central Essentials; and 

• in the local media. 
 

22. Meetings for staff, unions and Governors were held at the school and public 
meetings were also arranged to give parents, carers and other interested parties 
the opportunity to have their say on the proposals. 

23. The consultation set out the proposed expansion of the school and its intended 
admission arrangements. 

24. Recommended admission arrangements for the school’s Sandhills site will be in 
accordance with the Council’s published criteria and were outlined on the 
statutory notice for September 2013 as:  
 
1) All ‘looked after’ children or children who were previously ‘looked after’ 
2) Pupils with siblings at the school 
3) ‘Very exceptional’ medical grounds 
4) Children attending Greenleas Nursery Unit (Derwent Road site) 
5) Children attending Willows Pre-School on the Greenleas Derwent Road 

site 
6) Children who live nearest to the school determined by straight line distance 

from the Greenleas Lower School - Sandhills site, to the pupil’s home 
address. 

 
These criteria are to be reviewed further for September 2014. 
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25. The inclusion of criteria of children attending the school’s existing nursery and pre 
school was intended to align the school’s existing admission criteria and to avoid 
any disadvantage for children from the Sandhills development who already attend 
the existing Derwent Road provision. 
 

26. The only concern arising from the consultation related to admission arrangements 
to the new site from September 2013 and the way in which year groups of 
uncertain size might be managed initially between the two sites. The admissions 
service and school, supported by the local community house, are undertaking 
further work with the Sandhills and Billington Park communities to better forecast 
the numbers and ages of children who may express a preference for the Sandhills 
site from September 2013. This will enable the school to better plan their staffing 
structure for both sites. The school are committed to work with parents to achieve 
transitional arrangements that are appropriate for siblings who could potentially be 
split between each site.  
  

Determination 
 
27. Having followed the procedure required by regulation and in consideration of the 

key issues and factors for decision makers set out in guidance it is 
recommended that the proposed admissions arrangements as set out in this 
report and published by Statutory Notice issued on the 11 June 2012, be 
approved for a September 2013.  
 

 
 
Appendices: 
 
Appendix A –Statutory notice and prescribed information for proposal to expand 
Greenleas Lower School 
 
Background Papers: (open to public inspection) 
 
None 
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Proposal to expand Greenleas Community Lower
School to provide new school places for children in
the south of Leighton Buzzard

Notice is given in accordance with section 19(1) of the Education and Inspections Act 2006
that Central Bedfordshire Council intends to make a prescribed alteration to Greenleas
Community Lower School, Derwent Road, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire LU7 2AB from 1
September 2013.

The proposal is to expand Greenleas Community Lower School from a 300 place lower
school for pupils aged 4+ to 9 to a 600 place lower school for pupils aged 4+ to 9 through
the creation of a new second campus at Pratts Quarry, off Kestrel Way, Leighton Buzzard.
The second campus will provide an additional 2 forms of entry (300 places) at Pratts
Quarry, off Kestrel Way, Leighton Buzzard in new buildings.

The current capacity of the school is approx 300. Following implementation the proposed
capacity will be 300 for the current campus and 300 for the second campus. The current
number of pupils registered at the school is 281.

The admission number for the current school is 57 for each year group and the proposed
admission number will be 60 for each year group at the Derwent Road site plus an
additional 60 pupils for each year group at the new Kestrel Way site.

This Notice is an extract from the complete proposal. Copies of the complete proposal can
be obtained from: The Information Manager, Central Bedfordshire Council, Room DC2,
Watling House, High Street North, Dunstable, Beds, LU6 1LF. It can also be viewed on the
Council's website at http://www.centralbedfordshire.gov.uk/public-statutory-notices/public-
statutory-notices.aspx

Within four weeks from the date of publication of these proposals, any person may object to
or make comments on the proposal by sending them to the Deputy Chief Executive /
Director of Children's Services, Central Bedfordshire Council, Priory House, Chicksands,
Shefford, Beds, SG17 5TQ.

Signed: Edwina Grant

Deputy Chief Executive / Director of Children’s Services

Publication Date: 11 June 2012

Explanatory notes:
The proposal is in response to the growing number of pupils seeking school places in
Leighton Buzzard. The school has recently admitted pupils in excess of their permanent
capacity and further temporary measures are proposed for admissions in 2012 ahead of the
permanent new buildings on the Kestrel Way site school which will be completed in 2013.
Admissions to the existing school site in 2013 will be in accordance with the published
criteria. For admission to the new Kestrel Way site in 2013 it is proposed that this should be
in line with the following criteria: all looked after children, pupils with siblings at the school,
“very exceptional” medical grounds, children attending Greenleas Nursery Unit, children
attending Willows pre-school and children who live nearest the school determined by
straight line distance from the Greenleas (Pratt’s Quarry) site to the pupils home address.
This will be reviewed for admissions in September 2014.
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1

PROPOSALS FOR PRESCRIBED ALTERATIONS OTHER
THAN FOUNDATION PROPOSALS: Information to be included
in a complete proposal

Extract of Part 1 of Schedule 3 and Part 1 of Schedule 5 to The School
Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools)(England)
Regulations 2007 (as amended):

In respect of a Governing Body Proposal: School and governing body’s details

1. The name, address and category of the school for which the governing body are
publishing the proposals.

N/A

In respect of an LEA Proposal: School and local education authority details

1. The name, address and category of the school.

Greenleas Community Lower School

Derwent Road

Leighton Buzzard

Beds

LU7 2AB

Implementation and any proposed stages for implementation

2. The date on which the proposals are planned to be implemented, and if they are to be
implemented in stages, a description of what is planned for each stage, and the number of
stages intended and the dates of each stage.

01 September 2013.

Objections and comments

3. A statement explaining the procedure for making representations, including —

(a) the date prescribed in accordance with paragraph 29 of Schedule 3 (GB
proposals)/Schedule 5 (LA proposals) of The School Organisation (Prescribed
Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (as amended), by
which objections or comments should be sent to the local education authority; and
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2

(b) the address of the authority to which objections or comments should be sent.

Within four weeks from the date of publication of these proposals (i.e. by 09 July
2012), any person may object to or make comments on the proposal by sending
them to the Deputy Chief Executive / Director of Children's Services, Central
Bedfordshire Council, Priory House, Chicksands, Shefford, Beds, SG17 5TQ.

Alteration description

4. A description of the proposed alteration and in the case of special school proposals, a
description of the current special needs provision.

The proposal is to enlarge the school by providing an additional 300 lower school
places in new buildings as a second campus to the main school on a site currently
known as Pratts Quarry, off Kestrel Way in south Leighton Buzzard.
This will retain the school’s existing site and capacity ensuring that the needs of the
existing Greenleas community will continue to be met on that site, but will also
ensure that more local provision is made to meet the needs of the growing Sandhills
community in south Leighton Buzzard.
It is planned that the new permanent accommodation at the Pratts Quarry site should
be ready for occupation for the 2013/14 school year.

School capacity

5.—(1) Where the alteration is an alteration falling within any of paragraphs 1 to 4, 8 , 9
and 12-14 of Schedule 2 (GB proposals)/paragraphs 1-4, 7, 8, 18, 19 and 21 of Schedule 4
(LA proposals) to The School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools)
(England) Regulations 2007 (as amended), the proposals must also include —

(a) details of the current capacity of the school and, where the proposals will alter the
capacity of the school, the proposed capacity of the school after the alteration;

The current capacity of the school is 285. Following implementation the proposed
capacity will be 300 for the Derwent Road school campus and 300 places at the
new Kestrel Way campus.

(b) details of the current number of pupils admitted to the school in each relevant age
group, and where this number is to change, the proposed number of pupils to be
admitted in each relevant age group in the first school year in which the proposals
will have been implemented;

Currently there are 57 pupils admitted to the school in each relevant age. Following
implementation, this will be 60 for the existing Greenleas, Derwent Road site, plus
a further 60 at the new Kestrel Way campus.
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3

(c) where it is intended that proposals should be implemented in stages, the number of
pupils to be admitted to the school in the first school year in which each stage will
have been implemented;

N/A

(d) where the number of pupils in any relevant age group is lower than the indicated
admission number for that relevant age group a statement to this effect and details of
the indicated admission number in question.

N/A

(2) Where the alteration is an alteration falling within any of paragraphs 1, 2, 9, 12 and 13
of Schedule 2 (GB proposals) /paragraphs 1, 2, 8, 18 ands 19 of Schedule 4 (LA proposals)
to The School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England)
Regulations 2007 (as amended), a statement of the number of pupils at the school at the
time of the publication of the proposals.

The current number of pupils registered at the school is 281.

Implementation

6.Where the proposals relate to a foundation or voluntary controlled school a statement as
to whether the proposals are to be implemented by the local education authority or by the
governing body, and, if the proposals are to be implemented by both, a statement as to the
extent to which they are to be implemented by each body.

N/A

Additional Site

7.—(1) A statement as to whether any new or additional site will be required if proposals
are implemented and if so the location of the site if the school is to occupy a split site.

A second campus is to be built on a new site at Kestrel Way, on the Pratts Quarry
development in south Leighton Buzzard; hence the school will occupy both the
existing Derwent Road site and the new Kestrel Way site.
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(2) Where proposals relate to a foundation or voluntary school a statement as to who will
provide any additional site required, together with details of the tenure (freehold or
leasehold) on which the site of the school will be held, and if the site is to be held on a
lease, details of the proposed lease.

N/A

Changes in boarding arrangements

8.—(1) Where the proposals are for the introduction or removal of boarding provision, or
the alteration of existing boarding provision such as is mentioned in paragraph 8 or 21 of
Schedule 2 (GB proposals)/7 or 14 of Schedule 4 to The School Organisation (Prescribed
Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (as amended) —

(a) the number of pupils for whom it is intended that boarding provision will be made if
the proposals are approved;

N/A

(b) the arrangements for safeguarding the welfare of children at the school;

N/A

(c) the current number of pupils for whom boarding provision can be made and a
description of the boarding provision; and

N/A

(d) except where the proposals are to introduce boarding provision, a description of the
existing boarding provision.

N/A

(2) Where the proposals are for the removal of boarding provisions or an alteration to
reduce boarding provision such as is mentioned in paragraph 8 or 21 of Schedule 2 (GB
proposals)/7 or 14 of Schedule 4 (LA proposals) to The School Organisation (Prescribed
Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England) Regulations 2007 (as amended) —

(a) the number of pupils for whom boarding provision will be removed if the proposals
are approved; and
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N/A

(b) a statement as to the use to which the former boarding accommodation will be put if
the proposals are approved.

N/A

Transfer to new site

9.Where the proposals are to transfer a school to a new site the following information—

(a) the location of the proposed site (including details of whether the school is to occupy
a single or split site), and including where appropriate the postal address;

Greenleas Lower school will continue to occupy the existing school site at Derwent
Road but will also occupy the new accommodation which is to be built on the site
off Kestrel Way, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4AX.

(b) the distance between the proposed and current site;

The two sites are approximately 4.4 miles apart.

(c) the reason for the choice of proposed site;

Significant new housing has been built in the south of Leighton Buzzard in recent
years with more new dwellings still to be provided. As part of the overall
development, land was secured via a S106 Planning agreement for additional
lower school provision to be provided in the immediate locality. This site is now
being brought forward. The site also has outline planning consent via a consent for
the wider development.
Until recently, the pupils moving into the new developments have been catered for
by the existing schools in the area utilising spare capacity. However in September
2011 and in particular for initial admission at 4+, there was a shortage of places in
areas where parents wanted them and some schools were required to admit in
excess of their published admission numbers.
Set against a total of 548 overall places for admissions across the area at 4+, a
total of 538 pupils were admitted resulting in most schools being at or above
capacity. Area Health Authority figures indicate the continuation of this trend over
the coming years with further pressure from the new housing developments which
are either underway or have yet to start.

The Council has been working with schools in the area to review places and plan
for the impact of demographic changes across the area over the next five years
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and beyond. The pressure on existing provision and the need for more places
across lower schools in the Leighton Buzzard and Linslade area is clear and the
Council is now bringing forward proposals to develop this additional site.

(d) the accessibility of the proposed site or sites;

The proposed site of the new campus is within the Pratts Quarry development and
therefore is ideally placed to accommodate the children from this development.

(e) the proposed arrangements for transport of pupils to the school on its new site; and

N/A as the additional site is within walking distance of the development.

(f) a statement about other sustainable transport alternatives where pupils are not using
transport provided, and how car use in the school area will be discouraged.

N/A as the children live on the development.

Objectives

10. The objectives of the proposals.

In order to provide additional places in an area of growth, the Council is proposing
to provide an extra 300 lower school places by building new accommodation on
the site currently known as Pratts Quarry, off Kestrel Way in south Leighton
Buzzard as an expansion of, and second campus to, the existing successful
Greenleas Lower School.
The expansion of an existing school, effectively through the creation of a second
campus to the existing school site, mirrors federation arrangements elsewhere in
Central Bedfordshire where schools are managed in a similar way and governed
across two or more sites. This would also retain the school’s existing site ensuring
that the need to provide local schools for local children, ensuring a sense of
community belonging and also promoting sustainable modes of travel, are fulfilled.
This provides an excellent opportunity for the existing school to also grow its
leadership and management capacity across the two sites.
This plan is for new permanent accommodation at the Pratts Quarry site to be
ready for the 2013/14 school year. The admission arrangements for the new site
for September 2013 will be in accordance with the following criteria:

1. All ‘looked after’ children or children who were previously ‘looked after’
2. Pupils with siblings at the school
3. ‘Very exceptional’ medical grounds
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4. Children attending Greenleas Nursery Unit
5. Children attending Willows Pre-School on the Greenleas School site
6. Children who live nearest to the school determined by straight line distance

from the Greenleas Lower School - Sandhills site, to the pupil’s home
address.

Definitions

1.'Looked after' children
A ‘looked after’ child is a child who is (a) in the care of the local authority, or (b)
being provided with accommodation by a local authority in the exercise of their
social services functions (see Section 22(1) of the Children Act 1989).
Previously ‘looked after’ children
A previously ‘looked after’ child is one who immediately after being ‘looked after’
became subject to an adoption, residence, or special guardianship order. An
‘adoption order’ is an order under section 46 of the Adoption and Children Act
2002. A ‘residence order’ is an order settling the arrangements to be made as to
the person with whom the child is to live under section 8 of the Children Act 1989.
Section 14A of the Children Act 1989 defines a ‘special guardianship order’ as an
order appointing one or more individuals to be a child’s special guardian (or special
guardians).
2. Sibling
A sibling refers to a brother or sister, half brother or sister, adopted brother or
sister, step brother or sister or the child of the parent / carer’s partner, and in every
case, the child should be living at the same address. The sibling must be in the
school at the time of application and be likely to remain in the school at the
proposed date of admission.
3. ‘Very Exceptional’ Medical Grounds
‘Very exceptional’ medical grounds refers to cases where there are exceptional
medical reasons which make it essential that a child should attend a particular
school and where the preferred school is the only school locally that could meet
the child's needs. A medical report from the child's doctor or consultant must be
submitted with the application form, setting out valid medical reasons why it is
essential for the child to be admitted to the school in question and the difficulties
that would be caused if the child had to attend another school. The Local Authority
reserves the right to seek further information in order to determine whether it is
essential for a child to be admitted to the preferred school on medical grounds.
Admission on medical grounds cannot be considered where the medical condition
relates to that of a parent / carer, brother or sister or other relative/childminder.

This criteria will be further reviewed for admissions in September 2014 to ensure
that priority will primarily be based on distance criteria thereby ensuring that it
serves the immediate community in which it is located.

Consultation

11. Evidence of the consultation before the proposals were published including—

(a) a list of persons who were consulted;

(b) minutes of all public consultation meetings;
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(c) the views of the persons consulted;

(d) a statement to the effect that all applicable statutory requirements in relation to the
proposals to consult were complied with; and

(e) copies of all consultation documents and a statement on how these documents were
made available.

a) The consultees were all parents/carers, staff, governors of the school, Central

Bedfordshire ward councillors, Leighton Buzzard Town Council, MPs, Children’s
Trust Board, neighbouring councils, key local voluntary groups and the general
public.

b) Notes of the meetings held with staff, governors and trade union representatives
and of the public consultation meetings are appended at Appendix A.

c) The views of the persons consulted are contained within the report appended at
Appendix B, sections 48 - 61.

d) All of the applicable statutory requirements in relation to the proposals to consult
were compiled with.

e) A copy of the consultation document is appended to this document at Appendix
C. This consultation document was supplied to all parents/carers, staff and
governors of Greenleas Lower School. Copies were available to the public via
Leighton Buzzard Library and Leighton Linslade Town Council. A link to the
consultation document on the Council’s website was circulated to all head teachers
and ward councillors throughout Central Bedfordshire. A copy of the consultation
document was forwarded to the local Members of Parliament, neighbouring
Education Authorities, key local voluntary sector organisations and members of the
local Children’s Trust Board. Copies were also provided to the ‘Community House’,
which is situated on the on the Pratts Quarry development. (The Community
House hosts a number of local community groups and their events and also
produces a newsletter (House 2 House) which is circulated to all properties on the
development). A press release regarding the consultation also appeared in the
local press.

Project costs

12. A statement of the estimated total capital cost of the proposals and the breakdown of
the costs that are to be met by the governing body, the local education authority, and any
other party.

The total capital cost of the project is currently estimated at just over £4.7m and
this will be funded in full by the Council. The land required for the new campus was
transferred to Central Bedfordshire Council in early 2012.

13. A copy of confirmation from the Secretary of State, local education authority and the
Learning and Skills Council for England (as the case may be) that funds will be made
available (including costs to cover any necessary site purchase).
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On 27 March 2012 the Council’s Executive recommended to Full Council the
rolling Capital Programme for New School Places as set out in the Executive
report, noting the required amendments to the Council’s approved Capital
Programme 2012/13 to 2015/16. (minute E/11/144)

On 14 April 2012 Central Bedfordshire’s Full Council approved the rolling Capital
Programme for New School Places as set out in the Executive report, noting the
required amendments to the Council’s approved Capital Programme 2012/13 to
2015/16. (minute C/12/9)

Age range

14.Where the proposals relate to a change in age range, the current age range for the
school.

N/A

Early years provision

15.Where the proposals are to alter the lower age limit of a mainstream school so that it
provides for pupils aged between 2 and 5—

(a) details of the early years provision, including the number of full-time and part-time
pupils, the number and length of sessions in each week, and the services for
disabled children that will be offered;

N/A

(b) how the school will integrate the early years provision with childcare services and
how the proposals are consistent with the integration of early years provision for
childcare;

N/A

(c) evidence of parental demand for additional provision of early years provision;

N/A

(d) assessment of capacity, quality and sustainability of provision in schools and in
establishments other than schools who deliver the Early Years Foundation Stage
within 3 miles of the school; and
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N/A

(e) reasons why such schools and establishments who have spare capacity cannot
make provision for any forecast increase in the number of such provision.

N/A

Changes to sixth form provision

16. (a) Where the proposals are to alter the upper age limit of the school so that the school
provides sixth form education or additional sixth form education, a statement of how the
proposals will—

(i) improve the educational or training achievements;

(ii) increase participation in education or training; and

(iii) expand the range of educational or training opportunities

for 16-19 year olds in the area;

N/A

(b) A statement as to how the new places will fit within the 16-19 organisation in an area;

N/A

(c) Evidence —

(i) of the local collaboration in drawing up the proposals; and

(ii) that the proposals are likely to lead to higher standards and better progression at the
school;

N/A

(d) The proposed number of sixth form places to be provided.

N/A
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17.Where the proposals are to alter the upper age limit of the school so that the school
ceases to provide sixth form education, a statement of the effect on the supply of 16-19
places in the area.

N/A

Special educational needs

18.Where the proposals are to establish or change provision for special educational
needs—

(a) a description of the proposed types of learning difficulties in respect of which
education will be provided and, where provision for special educational needs
already exists, the current type of provision;

N/A

(b) any additional specialist features will be provided;

N/A

(c) the proposed numbers of pupils for which the provision is to be made;

N/A

(d) details of how the provision will be funded;

N/A

(e) a statement as to whether the education will be provided for children with special
educational needs who are not registered pupils at the school to which the proposals
relate;

N/A
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(f) a statement as to whether the expenses of the provision will be met from the school’s
delegated budget;

N/A

(g) the location of the provision if it is not to be established on the existing site of the
school;

N/A

(h) where the provision will replace existing educational provision for children with
special educational needs, a statement as to how the local education authority
believes that the new provision is likely to lead to improvement in the standard,
quality and range of the educational provision for such children; and

N/A

(i) the number of places reserved for children with special educational needs, and
where this number is to change, the proposed number of such places.

N/A

19.Where the proposals are to discontinue provision for special educational needs—

(a) details of alternative provision for pupils for whom the provision is currently made;

N/A

(b) details of the number of pupils for whom provision is made that is recognised by the
local education authority as reserved for children with special educational needs
during each of the 4 school years preceding the current school year;

N/A

(c) details of provision made outside the area of the local education authority for pupils
whose needs will not be able to be met in the area of the authority as a result of the
discontinuance of the provision; and
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N/A

(d) a statement as to how the proposer believes that the proposals are likely to lead to
improvement in the standard, quality and range of the educational provision for such
children.

N/A

20.Where the proposals will lead to alternative provision for children with special
educational needs, as a result of the establishment, alteration or discontinuance of existing
provision, the specific educational benefits that will flow from the proposals in terms of—

(a) improved access to education and associated services including the curriculum,
wider school activities, facilities and equipment with reference to the local education
authority’s Accessibility Strategy;

(b) improved access to specialist staff, both educational and other professionals,
including any external support and outreach services;

(c) improved access to suitable accommodation; and

(d) improved supply of suitable places.

N/A

Sex of pupils

21.Where the proposals are to make an alteration to provide that a school which was an
establishment which admitted pupils of one sex only becomes an establishment which
admits pupils of both sexes—

(a) details of the likely effect which the alteration will have on the balance of the
provision of single sex-education in the area;

N/A

(b) evidence of local demand for single-sex education; and

N/A
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(c) details of any transitional period which the body making the proposals wishes
specified in a transitional exemption order (within the meaning of section 27 of the
Sex Discrimination Act 1975).

N/A

22.Where the proposals are to make an alteration to a school to provide that a school
which was an establishment which admitted pupils of both sexes becomes an establishment
which admits pupils of one sex only—

(a) details of the likely effect which the alteration will have on the balance of the
provision of single-sex education in the area; and

N/A

(b) evidence of local demand for single-sex education.

N/A

Extended services

23. If the proposed alterations affect the provision of the school’s extended services, details
of the current extended services the school is offering and details of any proposed change as
a result of the alterations.

The extended services currently provided by the school at the Derwent Road site
will be unchanged. The school also proposes to work with the local community to
develop relevant extra curricular and extended school activities at the new Kestrel
Way site in respond to local need.

Need or demand for additional places

24. If the proposals involve adding places—

(a) a statement and supporting evidence of the need or demand for the particular places
in the area;

Significant new housing has been built in the south of Leighton Buzzard in recent
years with more new dwellings still to be provided.
Until recently, the pupils moving into the new developments have been catered for
by the existing schools in the area utilising spare capacity. However in September
2011, and in particular for initial admission at 4+, there was a shortage of places in
areas where parents wanted them and some schools were required to admit in
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excess of their published admission numbers.
Set against a total of 548 overall places for admissions across the area at 4+, a
total of 538 pupils were admitted resulting in most schools being at or above
capacity. Area Health Authority figures indicate the continuation of this trend over
the coming years with further pressure from the new housing developments which
are either underway or have yet to start.

The Council has been working with schools in the area to review places and plan
for the impact of demographic changes across the area over the next five years
and beyond. The pressure on existing provision and the need for more places
across lower schools in the Leighton Buzzard and Linslade area is clear.

(b) where the school has a religious character, a statement and supporting evidence of
the demand in the area for education in accordance with the tenets of the religion or
religious denomination;

N/A

(c) where the school adheres to a particular philosophy, evidence of the demand for
education in accordance with the philosophy in question and any associated change
to the admission arrangements for the school.

N/A

25. If the proposals involve removing places—

(a) a statement and supporting evidence of the reasons for the removal, including an
assessment of the impact on parental choice; and

N/A

(b) a statement on the local capacity to accommodate displaced pupils.

N/A

Expansion of successful and popular schools

25A. (1) Proposals must include a statement of whether the proposer considers that the
presumption for the expansion of successful and popular schools should apply, and where
the governing body consider the presumption applies, evidence to support this.
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(2) Sub-paragraph (1) applies to expansion proposals in respect of primary and secondary
schools, (except for grammar schools), i.e. falling within:

(a) (for proposals published by the governing body) paragraph 1 of Part 1 to
Schedule 2 or paragraph 12 of Part 2 to Schedule 2;

(b) (for proposals published by the LA) paragraph 1 of Part 1 to Schedule 4 or 18 of
Part 4 to Schedule 4

of the School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools) (England)
Regulations 2007 (as amended).

Whilst not applicable, the Council has wished to ensure that any additional
provision is built upon an existing successful and popular school.
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